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Statement of Purpose (Executive Summary)
This project will consist of multiple goals and milestones to achieve the desired result of
assessing the feasibility of a more universal type of gripper used for material handling in the
Rimrock Corporation. A successful project will mean that there is a small-scale functional
prototype robot modified with the new gripper that will be used to provide useful data back to
Rimrock. There should be usable, measurable test results from a functional prototype. A
successful project will not necessarily mean that the prototype demonstrated a performance
improvement. This is a Research and Development type project. Meaning that the data and
research throughout the project is more useful than the product itself. This project was created
by Rimrock to be a learning tool for the future. The prototype will be designed and tested to
determine the real-world practicality.
Goals:
1. Pick up spheres from 1”, 2”, 4” diameters
2. Pick up cylinders from 1”, 2”, 4” diameters
3. Pick up rectangle 1”, 2”, 4” width
(Perform all tests dry and wet)
4. Pick up and place repeatability within 0.125” in all directions (*requires a gauge to be
designed and built)
5. Pick a part or simulated part with a torque load of ½ the robot torque. Determine max
robot load, perform movement test and measure the function
6. Research and test materials
Milestones:
1. Pick a design direction, finger style, flexible bag style, or other.
2. At the end of the third goal, the team will have gone through several revisions to have a
functional gripper.
3. At the end of the 5th goal, the team should be able to demonstrate that the gripper is
physically capable of picking up an off-loaded casting with some useful repeatability
4. A small-scale functioning model that can pick up hot parts up to 800°F without losing
the performance established in the first milestones.
Full-scale design gripper (Probably not built or tested). Loading specs to the maximum of the
ABB 6700 2.85M
If successful, this robot gripper design could be a marketable product for Rimrock as a cost
savings gripper because one style gripper can handle various castings. The end goal is to have a
gripper that can handle both finished and raw materials. There are many obstacles to overcome
to achieve this result. Some of these obstacles are finding materials that can withstand
extremely high temperatures, materials that can withstand sharp edges, and a gripper that can
pick up wet materials. If not successful, the goal is to know what works, what doesn’t work, and
if what doesn’t work can be solved. Future projects could include building and testing a fullscale model to be tested in a foundry industry.
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Scope and Methodology
Supporting Company:
Rimrock Corporation located in Columbus, Ohio is our supporting company. According to
Rimrock’s website:
“Rimrock is a premier supplier of automation products and integration services.
Founded in 1956 as a manufacturer of automatic lubrication systems, Rimrock has
expanded to supply products including ladles, sprayers, extractors, finishing equipment,
and turnkey robotic systems. We have expanded our integration capabilities to include
the design, manufacture, and installation of ABB, Fanuc, Motoman, and Gudel robotbased systems.” (Rimrock 2020)
Justification:
Currently, robots need prepped uniquely for various casting lots. This means downtime that
could be anywhere from a couple of hours up to a day of man-hours and lost production
opportunity. If there was a way that a robot could be more multi-purposed to handle a larger
variety of casting lots, this initial cost would be quickly offset by higher production efficiency.

Figure 1. Rimrock Senior Design Project Selection Decision Matrix
Figure 1 shows the decision matrix created to select a project. There were several factors
considered when selecting our senior design project. Rimrock Corporation is sponsoring our
senior project; therefore, Rimrock’s preference was a major influence on our project selection.
Rimrock wanted to research the ‘Universal Robot Gripper’ for feasibility in their industrial
environment. A universal gripper could be a marketable product for Rimrock if it is feasible for
their industrial environment. Completing the project within the set timeframe for Miami
University coursework, before the end of ENT 498 and prior to the project presentation, was
another major consideration for our project selection. A project was needed that was complex
enough to learn and have material to research, but not too complex or broad for the
timeframe. Taking all these factors into consideration, ‘the universal robot gripper,’ and the
4

‘body and arm design’ were the top selections. We selected the universal robot gripper out of
these two selections because meeting our sponsors needs is a high priority. Appendix A lists the
project possibilities proposed by Rimrock. The universal gripper is being designed for use with
the ABB robot shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. A proposed gripper type is shown in Figure 4.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show a proposed robot gripper design for this project. This is a preliminary
design that could change based upon research and testing as the project progresses.

Figure 2. Robot Gripper will be designed for this ABB Robot (IRB 140 M2000)
("IRB 140 data - Industrial Robots (Robotics)”)
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Figure 3. Robot Gripper will be designed for this ABB Robot
("IRB 140 data - Industrial Robots (Robotics)”)

Figure 4. Gripper Design – Item being held by gripper (Ju 2010)
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Figure 5. Robot Mount Preliminary Design

Figure 6. Robot Gripper Solid Model – View 1
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Figure 7. Robot Gripper Solid Model – View 2
Step-By-Step Plan:
1. Journal Entries – Team to record weekly progress during Senior Design project with
weekly journals, and journal entries for any special meeting such as assembly, testing, or
troubleshooting with the balloon gripper.
2. Identify Project – Project identification involved securing Rimrock as our sponsor,
researching for back-up project ideas in the event Rimrock did not agree to sponsorship,
getting a list of projects from Rimrock.
3. Matrix for Project Selection – A decision matrix was used to determine which project to
select out of the list provided by Rimrock. Important characteristics to Rimrock, class
requirements for Miami, and our abilities were factors considered with our decision matrix.
4. Defining Deliverables – We met with our contact points at Rimrock, which are two
members of their Research and Development team. The universal gripper project was
discussed, desired deliverables from Rimrock, and additional objectives to explore if time
allowed.
5. Defining Budget – A budget was defined with Rimrock. Being our sponsor, it was
important that we were on the same page for deliverables and cost. It was determined
Rimrock has a robot for the design project team to use, and budget needs were discussed.
6. Project Proposal – The project proposal is a Miami required document which follows a
process like an external project as well. Before funding, additional research, and so forth the
project must first be proposed, evaluated for feasibility, and ensure a positive direction
could occur.
7. Obtain information for robot – Rimrock provided the product specification manual for
the robot the senior design group will be using for the universal gripper project.
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8. Gripper Design Research – The team will research which design of universal gripper
would be best for this project. Research regarding present styles such as balloon or finger
gripper will be conducted. Rimrock’s usability is a major factor in the consideration.
9. Matrix for gripper design selection – A decision matrix with appropriate considerations
will be created to determine the gripper design the group will proceed to design.
10. Research Materials for gripper style, gripper materials, gripper fill (if needed) –
Materials that can withstand extremely high temperatures, resist tear, appropriate friction
to hold materials even when the materials are hot, wet, and rough within tolerances.
11. Matrix for Gripper Materials – Create a design matrix to determine appropriate material
considerations and select best material for this application.
12. Design mounting for gripper to robot – Design the connection between the gripper to
the ABB robot. This will likely be 3D printed.
13. Design gripper – Design the gripper style for the ABB robot end effector.
14. Create Bill of Materials – Create a bill of materials with cost of items. This will help
ensure the project is on budget and be used for record if this gripper is to be built again.
15. Samples for smaller castings (raw and finished) – Obtain sample castings to use for
testing of gripper design.
16. ENT 497 Oral Presentation (Due Dec 5) – Prepare and present oral presentation
17. ENT 497 Final Report (Due Dec 12) – Prepare and submit final report and supporting
documentation
18. Torque Equations – Complete torque equations to determine range and limitations of
robot gripper.
19. Obtain Material Samples for Gripper – Contact companies for samples of material based
from research conducted.
20. Obtain misc. materials – Obtain any other materials needed for robot gripper
21. 3D print materials – 3D print gripper to robot mounting and any other items that require
3D printing.
22. Build working scale model – Build a working scale model for testing based upon research
and design during this project.
23. Test scale model – Test the scale model by trying to pick up the smaller castings.
24. Troubleshooting – Figure out what worked well, what doesn’t work well, and what can
be done to improve gripper.
25. Additional research and redesign – Research the areas of improvement that needs
explored.
26. Adjust design and rebuild working scale model – Again, based from the first test and
troubleshooting results, considerations for improvement and rebuilding.
27. ENT 498 Final Report – Complete ENT 498 final report.
28. ENT 498 Final Presentation – Complete ENT 498 final presentation.
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Gantt Chart:
Rimrock’s design group has tasks planned to meet the project needs within the timeframe
according the Gantt chart. See figure 8 for additional information. A larger version of figure 8 is
in Appendix B. Data used to create the Gantt chart is in Appendix C. This Gantt chart has been
modified for increased research, design, and material gathering timeframes. Updates will be
made accordingly when building and testing occurs.

Figure 8. Gantt Chart
Cost:
The estimated cost for the robot gripper is shown in figure 9. These costs are subject to change
as research is conducted and designs modified. Possible additional costs are gripper fill material
and adhesive to join the fabric for the balloon to the piece that connects the gripper to the end
of the ABB robot. Figure 10 shows an updated Bill of Material reflecting updated costs and costs
of filler material and fabric.
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Figure 9. Robot Gripper Estimated Cost
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Part Number

Qty

Details

Site

Cost

Amazon Prime

$ 42.39

9687283011

1

Vacuum Pump, DC 24V Mini
Vacuum Pump Water Air Gas
Vacuum Pump -85KPa Flow
40L/min Oil-Less Vacuum Pump,
Mini Air Pump Motor

KQ2H12-02S - PACK OF 5 -

1

Smc Kq2h12-02S - Pack Of 5 Pneumatic Fitting 12Mm Kq2h1202S - Pack Of 5 -

Amazon Prime

$ 8.80

1

SMC TU 1208B 8MM ID 12MM OD
Amazon Prime
90FT Polyurethane TUBING D508759

$130.70

D508759-TU 1208B
CF0070
CF0079
CF0244

Per litter Yard ARMATEX QF 70 402
Per litter Yard ARMATEX SBQF 100 402
Per litter Yard ARMATEX SBKG 21.5 502

Picture

Mid-Mountian Materials $138.75
Mid-Mountian Materials $182.75
Mid-Mountian Materials $139.75

1

coffee grounds

Amazon Prime

$ 7.98

1

sand

Amazon Prime

$ 22.99

1

bead pellets

Amazon Prime

1

borax powder

Amazon Prime

1

silme

Amazon Prime

$ 26.50

$ 15.47
1

silicone sand

lowes

154403

$ 9.10
1

foam pellets

Amazon Prime
$ 18.98

1

wood shavings

Amazon Prime
$ 27.95

1

water

Walmart
$ 8.44

1

crumb rubber

Amazon Prime
$ 79.99

1

vegetable oil

Amazon Prime
$ 2.48

Figure 10. Updated Bill of Material
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Figure 10 shows costs of materials that were researched in figure 11 and figure 13. The gripper
fill material was categorized by rating temperature resistance, ability to withstand pressure,
formability of the material, moisture resistance of the material, and electrically non-conductive.
The higher the total the better the material should be for this project. As it can be seen in figure
11, bead pellets ("Zirconia” 2019) or sand ("Sand" 2018) is the best material for the gripper filler
material. These materials are pictured in figure 12. These filler materials will conform around
the castings and will grip to the casting after a vacuum is applied. Figure 13 shows the
categories considered for the fabric that will be best suited for the gripper. The material was
categorized by flexibility, puncture resistance, temperature rating, formability, thickness,
friction, and moisture resistance. All these factors were considered because fabric is needed
that can withstand temperatures of at least 800-degree-Farenheit, that can grip onto objects,
and that resistant tearing from burred castings. Again, the higher the total the better the
material should be for this project. As it can be seen in Figure 13, McAllister MM2220-S
Alumina Fabric ("High Temperature Resistant Fabrics" 2019) is the best option from those
researched ("Fabrics" 2019). McAllister Alumina fabric is pictured in figure 14. Our team also
preferred the Mid-Mountain SS 40 silicone coated silica because it seemed that this material
could grip objects better than the other options. This material has the required temperature
resistance. The Mid-Mountain coated silica fabric is pictured in figure 15.

Figure 11. Gripper Fill Material
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Figure 12. Bead Pellets (Zirconia 2020) and Sand (Martin 2018)

Figure 13. Gripper Material Decision Matrix
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Figure 14. McAllister Alumina Fabric (Alumina Fabrics 2019)

Figure 15. Mid-Mountain Coated Silica Fabric (Fabrics 2019)

Code of Ethics:
It is of the utmost importance that the Engineering Code of Ethics are followed. Portions of the
Engineering Code of Ethics that relate to the Universal Robot Gripper are 4a and 4b, which
states the following:
“4. Engineers shall not disclose, without consent, confidential information concerning
the business affairs or technical processes of any present or former client or employer,
or public body on which they serve.
a. Engineers shall not, without the consent of all interested parties, promote or
arrange for new employment or practice in connection with a specific project for
which the engineer has gained particular and specialized knowledge.
b. Engineers shall not, without the consent of all interested parties, participate in
or represent an adversary interest in connection with a specific project or
proceeding in which the engineer has gained particular specialized knowledge on
behalf of a former client or employer.” ("Code of Ethics")
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4a and 4b above relate to the Universal Robot Gripper project. It is important that all team
members of the project do not disclose information or findings without having consent from
the other team members and our sponsoring company, Rimrock. All team members should not
give this project information to any Rimrock competitors.
Another portion of the code of ethics that pertains to this project is “hold paramount the
safety, health, and welfare of the public” ("Ethics"). A primary material consideration was safety
if the filler material was inadvertently released. It is important that the filler material does not
cause harm to the material it picks up and most importantly to the operators, maintenance
personnel, or any other people.
Design Progression:
The design progressed as research continued and during testing. Figure 16 is a SolidWorks 3D
model of the gripper without the filled balloon mounted to the ABB robot. Figure 17 is the
SolidWorks model of the gripper when the two sections are held together by bolts. Figure 18 is
a SolidWorks model of the gripper cross section. In Figure 18, how the upper portion and lower
portion of the gripper fit together can be seen. The upper and lower portion of the gripper are
designed so that the flanges come together. The screws are 35mm in length. ¼” NPT threads
are used to connect the compressor. A ring is used to hold the puncture resistant fabric. There
are ribs on the outside of the cup to secure the puncture resistant fabric.
The design progression is seen in figures 19 through 22 compared to the preliminary design in
figure 5 through figure 7. Some of the design components that remained the same was the bolt
pattern to attach the gripper to the robot, and the vacuum pump connections. The final design
of the gripper has an upper and lower portion of the gripper and a retaining ring. These
modifications are from information gained during research and testing. The upper portion still
contains the bolt pattern and vacuum pump connections. The vacuum pump connections now
have threading in the design. The lower portion was redesigned to have a balloon will filler
material connected over the circle. Next, the puncture resistant material wraps over the filled
balloon and is held in place with the retaining ring. The design would be simplified to fewer
pieces if this gripper is used for manufacturing purposes.
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Figure 16. SolidWorks Model of Gripper Mounted to Robot

Figure 17. SolidWorks Model of Gripper
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Figure 18. SolidWorks Model Cross Section View

Figure 19. Universal Robot Gripper Sub Assembly
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Figure 20. Universal Robot Gripper Upper Portion

Figure 21. Universal Robot Gripper Lower Portion
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Figure 22. Universal Robot Gripper Retaining Ring
3D-Printed Portions of Gripper:
Figure 23 depicts the upper portion of the gripper after it was 3D-printed. There are bolt holes
matching the bolt pattern to attach the gripper to the robot. The holes on the side are for the
hoses to create a vacuum of the filler material. This vacuum is what will compress the material
around the item to be gripped, which will allow the gripper to pick up the item. To release the
item, the vacuum will be released, which will decompress the filler material releasing the grip
on the object. Figure 24 shows the upper and lower portion of gripper after it was 3D-printed,
and the bolts were added to the upper portion of the gripper. Figure 25 shows the upper and
lower 3D-printed sections of the gripper put together. As seen in figure 26, the upper and lower
portion of the 3D-printed sections are held together by bolts. Also seen in figure 26, is the 3Dprinted ring holding the puncture resistant material over the filled balloon.
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Figure 23. 3D-Printed Upper Portion of Gripper

Figure 24. 3D-Printed Gripper in Sections
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Figure 25. 3D-Printed Gripper Together
Testing:
It is important to mention that bench testing was used for this project. This is a result of the
coronavirus impact. Rimrock was preparing for possible closure and social distancing policies.
This limited the time and availability of the robot for testing.
Figure 26 shows the gripper with all items 3D-printed, the balloon filled with coffee grounds,
and the puncture resistant material over the filled balloon. The vacuum is located behind the
gripper and is shown in figure 29 by itself. Figure 27 shows the vacuum power supply used for
bench testing. Figure 28 shows the vacuum gauge and control switch used for bench testing.
Figure 30 through figure 32 show the rough castings used for testing of the universal gripper.
Figure 33 and figure 34 show the universal robot gripper with the filled balloon and without the
puncture resistant material. During bench testing, it was found two check valves are needed.
One check valve for each side of the fitting. This allows air in the gripper so the balloon can fill
with air so it can form around the part being picked up. The other fitting needs a vacuum, so
the part stays in place once gripped. Adding the check valves stops the coffee grounds from
filling up the vacuum. A stronger vacuum is suggested for further testing to allow for larger
castings to be picked up.
If testing could have been performed directly on the ABB robot, these are the items that could
have been tested: pick up spheres that are 1”, 2”, 4” diameters, pick up cylinders from 1”, 2”, 4”
diameters, pick up rectangle 1”, 2”, 4” width. These are the fundamental shapes that form most
castings. This would help determine if the gripper can function as needed. These tests would be
performed with wet and dry castings. Next, testing would include picking up and placing
repeatability within 0.125” in all directions. This would require a gauge to be designed and
built. It is important that the gripper can pick up and place items with precision and accuracy.
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Lastly, testing cloud have included picking a part or simulated part with a torque load of ½ the
robot torque. This testing would determine maximum robot load and perform movement test
and measure the function. Additional testing includes ensuring the materials can withstand
extremely high temperatures of at least 800 degrees Fahrenheit. Sharpness testing would need
performed to ensure the material is puncture resistance and that rough castings would not
damage the gripper.

Figure 26. Gripper with Filled Balloon and Puncture Resistant Material – In Testing
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s
Figure 27. Vacuum Power Supply – For Testing

Figure 28. Vacuum Gauge and Control Switch
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Figure 29. Vacuum Pump

Figure 30. Rough Casting #1 for Testing – View 1
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Figure 31. Rough Casting #1 for Testing – View 2

Figure 32. Rough Casting #2 for Testing – Views 1 and 2
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Figure 33. Gripper with Filled Balloon View 1

Figure 34. Gripper with Filled Balloon View 2
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Expected Findings
Rimrock and the group expects to have a universal robot gripper that can be tested. A material
and setup that can withstand the extreme temperatures will likely be a significant hurdle. This
is an important project because there are no other studies for this application in an industrial
environment. It should be noted, however, that even if the gripper cannot withstand the
ultimate test, it may still prove useful up to a certain point. The project will still provide useful
data due to what is researched, discovered, and learned throughout the process. In this way,
the project is expected to fulfill Rimrock’s deliverable goal completely.
The repeatability of the gripper should be enough, assuming the material can withstand the
tough environment in which it will operate. There are several variables involved, however. For
example, if the material would break down, then it could lose its contents, or the vacuum
function could be hindered.
All of this said the group has a high confidence level that this project will be a success and a
solution can be achieved for every hurdle. There will be further experiments with materials or
liners and certainly some minor revisions to the gripper along the way. Rimrock stated that they
are pleased with the groups progress. This is the ultimate good news for our group given that
Rimrock is our sponsor company.
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Conclusion and Recommendations for Further Study
The advantages of the universal robot gripper are:
- saved equipment downtime to change specialized robotic grippers (end effectors) for
each casting
- saved labor costs for changing the robotic ends
- increased efficiency due to reduced downtime and lead time from the manufacturer
- increased environmentally friendly due to less supplies needed for the robotic end
The expected results are to have a balloon style universal type robot gripper that can be used in
a foundry environment with close tolerances and high repeatability.
This project could lead to a manufacturable product for Rimrock. The universal robot gripper
could save time and money for industrial robotic applications. This savings could lead to
resources being available for other aspects in the businesses and/or the savings could be
passed to the customer.
For further study, a group can build and test a full-scale model of this universal robot gripper
for an industrial foundry application. Further study could also include finishing tests the group
was unable to perform due to the coronavirus shutdowns. If testing could have been performed
directly on the ABB robot, these are the items that could have been tested: pick up spheres that
are 1”, 2”, 4” diameters, pick up cylinders from 1”, 2”, 4” diameters, pick up rectangle 1”, 2”, 4”
width. These are the fundamental shapes that form most castings. This would help determine if
the gripper can function as needed. These tests would be performed with wet and dry castings.
Next, testing would include picking up and placing repeatability within 0.125” in all directions.
This would require a gauge to be designed and built. It is important that the gripper can pick up
and place items with precision and accuracy. Lastly, testing cloud have included picking a part
or simulated part with a torque load of ½ the robot torque. This testing would determine
maximum robot load and perform movement test and measure the function. Additional testing
includes ensuring the materials can withstand extremely high temperatures of at least 800
degrees Fahrenheit. Sharpness testing would need performed to ensure the material is
puncture resistance and that rough castings would not damage the gripper.
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Appendix A: Meeting Journals

Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_23_
Meeting Date: ____4/9/20_____________
Advisor: _____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Wrap up any items left for this project and course

Action Items (what, who, when):
● Complete self-reflective essays
● Submit PDF copy of report
● Submit link to Presentation
● Submit PowerPoint Presentation
Next meeting (date/time/location): ____N/A – Congratulations Graduates! ____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_22_
Meeting Date:____4/2/20_____________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [

]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● PowerPoint for Senior Design day is in progress.
● Report changes are being reviewed by team.
● Additional project pictures were sent via e-mail
● We will record our presentation via google meets and post to a YouTube channel as a nonsearchable but shareable link.

Action Items (what, who, when):
● Need to schedule a meeting time to do our presentation.
Next meeting (date/time/location): ____4/9/2020, 5 pm – 7 pm, WebEx _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_21_
Meeting Date:____3/19/20_____________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Senior Design day is happening! It will likely be a WebEx session. Our team will practice our
speech prior so we can time our slider per team member and have smooth transitions between
team members.
● Rimrock is busy trying to figure out what to do with shutdowns due to coronavirus; therefore,
bench testing is going to happen since there is not time to test on the robot.
● PowerPoint for Senior Design day is in progress.
● Catherine stopped working on the poster for senior design day since the poster is likely to be a
soft copy due to remote senior design day.

Action Items (what, who, when):
● Report is in progress. Adding additional information and team is reviewing.
● Next week is spring break.
Next meeting (date/time/location): ____4/2/2020, 5 pm – 7 pm, WebEx _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_20_
Meeting Date:____3/12/20_____________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [

]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● A check valve is ordered and in shipment.
● Chandler is testing of strength of materials (resistance to tearing/punctures from castings) will
begin this week.
● PowerPoint for Senior Design day is in progress.
● Poster for Senior Design Day is in progress
● Rimrock representatives are pleased with our progress on this project. Anything that we
accomplish past this point they are considering extra. This is the best news for our team!

Action Items (what, who, when):
● Report is in progress. Pictures are added of testing and design so far. Adding additional
information and then sending to writing center for review.
Next meeting (date/time/location): ____3/19/2020, 5 pm – 7 pm, WebEx _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_19_
Meeting Date:____3/5/20_____________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [

]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Chandler is testing new design. A check valve is needed and a larger vacuum. Chandler sent
pictures and update to the rest of the team.
● Catherine is adding progress information and pictures Chandler sent to the report.
● PowerPoint for our senior day presentation is in progress.

Action Items (what, who, when):
● Chandler is using a program called MiniTab to determine how many cycles the gripper needs to
perform to be considered successful or failed. Otherwise, 500 runs will be used as a basis if the
program does not meet our needs.
● Testing of redesigned gripper. Need a check valve to keep filler material out of vacuum.
Next meeting (date/time/location): ____3/12/2020, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_18_
Meeting Date:____2/27/20_____________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Chandler 3D printed design changes. Chandler put together gripper with filled balloons and
materials.
● Catherine is gathering items for senior day poster.
● PowerPoint for our senior day presentation is in progress.

Action Items (what, who, when):
● Chandler is using a program called MiniTab to determine how many cycles the gripper needs to
perform to be considered successful or failed. Otherwise, 500 runs will be used as a basis if the
program does not meet our needs.
● Testing of redesigned gripper
Next meeting (date/time/location): ____3/5/2020, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_17_
Meeting Date:____2/20/20_____________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Jimmy finished redesigning gripper.
● Chandler 3D printed design changes. Chandler put together gripper with filled balloons and
materials.
● Catherine modified report based on writing center comments, and added new information
based on progress.
● Senior design project team met at Rimrock and took group pictures. We discussed our progress.
Pictures were forwarded to Rob to use for senior day flyer.

Action Items (what, who, when):
● Chandler is using a program called MiniTab to determine how many cycles the gripper needs to
perform to be considered successful or failed. Otherwise, 500 runs will be used as a basis if the
program does not meet our needs.
● Catherine is gathering items for senior day poster.
Next meeting (date/time/location): ____2/27/2020, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_16_
Meeting Date:____2/13/20_____________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Chandler began testing. There is vacuum, and the 3D printed gripper seems like it will function
properly. A larger pump will be needed for a stronger vacuum. Chandler will purchase with
Rimrock sponsored funds.
● Testing will continue with temporary connection
● Students will revise project presentation day flyer information and resubmit to Rob
● Senior design project team will meet at Rimrock on 2/14/20 at 12:30 pm

Action Items (what, who, when):
● Jimmy is designing a part to hold the balloon to the gripper
● Chandler will 3D print Jimmy’s design
● Chandler is using a program called MiniTab to determine how many cycles the gripper needs to
perform to be considered successful or failed. Otherwise, 500 runs will be used as a basis if the
program does not meet our needs.
● Catherine is modifying report based on writing center comments and adding new
materials/information to report.
Next meeting (date/time/location): ____2/20/2020, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_15_
Meeting Date:____2/6/20_____________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Chandler finished 3D printing gripper holder, added fill materials to balloon. Top 5 fill materials
were purchased and will be tested (coffee grounds, sands, beads, borax)
● Chandler is using a zip tie to temporarily hold balloon to mounting device.
● Jimmy is designing another component to mount balloon to mounting device.
● Chandler will continue putting together the gripper during available work hours.
● Next steps on the project and any possible troubleshooting. For example, Chandler has contacts
to have gripper 3D printed with closer tolerances if needed.
● Catherine submitted ENT 497 repot to writing center for comments.
Action Items (what, who, when):
● Testing will begin after gripper is printed and items are put together

Next meeting (date/time/location): ____2/13/2020, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_14_
Meeting Date:____1/30/20_____________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Jimmy redesigned gripper and submitted files to Chandler.
● Chandler obtained materials needed to put together gripper. Items were donated or purchased
through Rimrock.
● Chandler will begin putting together the gripper during available work hours.
● Next steps on the project and any possible troubleshooting. For example, Chandler has contacts
to have gripper 3D printed with closer tolerances if needed.
Action Items (what, who, when):
● Catherine will submit report to writing center for review
● Chandler will continue to 3D print gripper
● Testing will begin after gripper is printed and items are put together
Next meeting (date/time/location): ____2/6/2020, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_13_
Meeting Date:____12/12/19_____________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [
]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Submitted final paper for ENT 497
● Discussed changes to gripper design proposed by Chandler and Rimrock representatives based
on documentation found and located in report.
● Jimmy will redesign gripper and submit files to Chandler to 3D print at Rimrock.
Action Items (what, who, when):
● Jimmy will redesign gripper and submit files to Chandler to 3D print at Rimrock.
● Chandler will get materials to put together robotic gripper.

Next meeting (date/time/location): ____1/30/2020, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_12_
Meeting Date:____12/5/19_____________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [
]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● The team will continue putting together the final paper for ENT 497.
● Chandler will work on the updated BOM, commenting on any differences, and will write this
portion of the final paper.
● Jimmy will continue working on the detailed design and will write this portion or the final paper.
● Catherine is adding the matrices, journal entries, and updated Gannt chart to the final paper.
Action Items (what, who, when):
● Chandler will continue gathering materials for gripper project.
● Jimmy will continue working on the Solidworks gripper design, modifying the design as needed
throughout the project process.
● Each team member is working on their portion of the final paper for this course. When
completed, everyone will review and provide feedback.
Next meeting (date/time/location): ____12/12/19, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_11_
Meeting Date:____11/21/19_____________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Oral presentation for Robot Gripper project was given.
● Each team member present evaluated the other groups performance using the provided matrix
in class.
● The team will continue putting together the final paper for ENT 497.
Action Items (what, who, when):
● Chandler will continue gathering materials for gripper project.
● Jimmy will continue working on the Solidworks gripper design, modifying the design as needed
throughout the project process.
● Each team member is working on their portion of the final paper for this course. When
completed, everyone will review and provide feedback.
Next meeting (date/time/location): ____12/5/19, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_10_
Meeting Date:____11/14/19_____________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Material and design specifications for the robot gripper are being discussed.
● Catherine selected ethics case and wrote paper with discussion and review from other team
members.
● Each team member wrote their portions of Code of Ethics and how it relates to robot gripper
project.
● Catherine wrote decision matrices for gripper materials and gripper fill materials.
● Catherine added to the PowerPoint presentation for oral presentation using what Jimmy
created for the proposal presentation. Chandler and Jimmy reviewed and made changes where
needed.
● Catherine modified the Gannt chart for the project to reflect changes.
● Chandler modified the Bill of Material for the project to reflect changes.
Action Items (what, who, when):
● Chandler will continue gathering materials for gripper project.
● Jimmy will continue working on the Solidworks gripper design, modifying the design as needed
throughout the project process.
● The remaining pieces of the final paper were sectioned out to each team member. When
completed, everyone will review and provide feedback.
Next meeting (date/time/location): ____11/21/19, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_9_
Meeting Date:____11/7/19______________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Material and design specifications for the robot gripper are being discussed.
● The team selected an ethics case for the team ethics assignment.
● The team will write and review a 1-2 page paper regarding the ethics case selected.
● Each team member will select a portion of the code of ethics that relates to our project. Then
each team member will write about how this portion of the code of ethics relates to our project.
This will be included in our ENT 497 and ENT 498 paper.
Action Items (what, who, when):
● Chandler will continue gathering materials for gripper project.
● Jimmy will continue working on the Solidworks gripper design, modifying the design as needed
throughout the project process.
● Catherine will continue researching materials.
Next meeting (date/time/location): ____11/14/19, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_8_
Meeting Date:____10/31/19______________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [
]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Jimmy put together slides for the proposal presentation. Catherine and Chandler provided
feedback.
● Jimmy and Chandler presented the proposal presentation. (Catherine was not present for this
class).
● Initial specifications for design will be discussed such as vacuum pressure, size of gripper, etc.
This discussion will be an on-going discussion with multiple phases of research.
● The team will review the upcoming team ethics assignment.
Action Items (what, who, when):
● Chandler will continue gathering materials for gripper project.
● Jimmy will continue working on the Solidworks gripper design, modifying the design as needed
throughout the project process.
● Catherine will continue researching materials.
● Begin reviewing team ethics assignment.
Next meeting (date/time/location): ____11/7/19, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_7_
Meeting Date:____10/17/19______________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [

]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Jimmy has a preliminary gripper design which required large quantities of time and
considerations. Some of the considerations were drill holes, clearances, and so forth.
● Catherine added cost section and final comments section to the proposal document. Chandler
provided the cost information diagram. Preliminary gripper design was added to the proposal
document. As previously stated, Jimmy designed the gripper, and provided the gripper design
files.
● Chandler shared the proposal document with Sam at Rimrock for comments. The comments
were returned to the senior design team.
● All team members reviewed the project proposal, provided final revisions, and the proposal
document was submitted via Canvas.
● Initial specifications for design will be discussed such as vacuum pressure, size of gripper, etc.
This discussion will be an on-going discussion with multiple phases of research.
● The team will review the upcoming team ethics assignment.
Action Items (what, who, when):
● Chandler will continue gathering materials for gripper project.
● Jimmy will continue working on the Solidworks gripper design, modifying the design as needed
throughout the project process.
● Catherine will continue researching materials.
● Begin reviewing team ethics assignment.
● Be ready to give a presentation on project proposal with 5 slides or so.
Next meeting (date/time/location): ____10/31/19, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_6_
Meeting Date:____10/10/19______________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Jimmy researched different styles of gripper designs.
● Jimmy began a proposed gripper design for this project.
● Catherine researched different gripper materials, and gripper fill material.
● Catherine completed the supporting company, added matrix and discussion of matrix to
justification, proposed robot gripper design figure, step-by-step plan, Gantt chart, appendix A,
and appendix B portions of the proposal paper.
● Initial specifications for design will be discussed such as vacuum pressure, size of gripper, etc.
This discussion will be an on-going discussion with multiple phases of research.
● Chandler created a rough bill of materials.
● Chandler sent an e-mail to companies Catherine found for gripper materials. He used his
Rimrock account to add accountability for the materials request.
Action Items (what, who, when):
● Chandler will share our proposal paper with Sam at Rimrock for comments prior to submission
for class.
● Jimmy will continue working on the Solidworks gripper design.
● Catherine will continue researching materials for gripper fill material and adhesive.

Next meeting (date/time/location): ____10/17/19, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_5_
Meeting Date:____10/03/19______________
Advisor:_____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:_5 pm_- 7 pm___
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Catherine will research different styles of gripper designs. These designs will be compared,
discussed, and a design style selected.
● Catherine is researching different gripper materials, and gripper fill material.
● All group members will provide input for gripper design, gripper material, and gripper fill
material (if applicable) selection.
● Initial specifications for design will be discussed such as vacuum pressure, size of gripper, etc.
This discussion will be an on-going discussion with multiple phases of research.
● Chandler has a rough bill of materials. He has researched approximately what materials we need
and how much these costs.
● Chandler is working with partners of Rimrock to gather materials specifically materials for the
gripper, and raw and finished materials to pick up with the gripper.
● Jimmy is using the robot product specification to use for considerations of mounting design.
● Jimmy is designing the mounting piece that will connect universal gripper to the robotic arm,
and the mounting piece for the air compressor. He will design in SolidWorks and will have an
assembly view.

Action Items (what, who, when):
● Chandler will continue working on Bill of Materials information.
● Catherine will continue working on Gantt chart using Excel.
● Jimmy is designing the mounting pieces in SolidWorks with an assembly view.
Next meeting (date/time/location): ____10/10/19, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_4_
Meeting Date: ____9/26/19______________
Advisor: _____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:____5 pm_- 7 pm______
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● On Friday, September 20, 2019 the Senior design project team visited Rimrock. We discussed
project deliverables and budget with Rimrock team. The senior design project team took a tour
of Rimrock facilities, and saw the robot that will be used for this project.
o Senior design project team is collaborating with two Research and Development
members at Rimrock.
● Jimmy began the Proposal document starting objectives, goals, milestones, and justification
sections.
● Chandler is coordinating with a Rimrock partner to gain material samples for gripper.
● Chandler forwarded robot manual provided by Rimrock.
● Jimmy and Catherine reshared contact information with Rimrock contacts.

Action Items (what, who, when):
● Chandler will work on Bill of Materials information.
● Catherine will work on Gantt chart.
● Jimmy will be working on design file when information is available.

Next meeting (date/time/location): ____10/03/19, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_3_
Meeting Date: ____9/19/19______________
Advisor: _____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:____5 pm_- 7 pm______
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Visit to Rimrock for all team members, address, steel toe shoes, safety glass
● Store all team documents on Google drive then everyone has access and can modify the most
recent copy (live document).
● Begin defining deliverables with Rimrock and team communication.
● Agreement between client and team with supporting documentation such as decision matrix.

Action Items (what, who, when):
● Jimmy created and shared share drive with group.
● Group to discuss and determine deliverables with Rimrock.
● Group to discuss and determine budget with Rimrock.

Next meeting (date/time/location): ____9/26/19, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC _____
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_2_
Meeting Date: ____9/12/19______________
Advisor: _____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:____5 pm_- 7 pm______
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Catherine provided back-up project ideas in case Rimrock did not proceed; however, these were
not needed.
● Chandler provided project ideas from Rimrock
● The team: Jimmy, Chandler and Catherine, discussed the project ideas and decided to select
“develop and model a universal robot gripper design for extract or material handling.” A
decision matrix was used to help make the selection.
● This project and its feasibility were discussed with Rob.
● The project proposal was discussed and will be discussed in more details in the upcoming weeks.

Action Items (what, who, when):
● Each team member will review the project proposal for further discussion.
● Catherine will complete a decision matrix for proposed projects. Project selection will be
discussed again if needed.
● Jimmy requested a visit to Rimrock for all team members. Chandler will provide the team with
possible dates. The team will discuss and select the best date.
o A visit to Rimrock for all team members is scheduled for Friday, September 20, 2019.

Next meeting (date/time/location): ____9/19/19, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC ________
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Miami University
Department of Engineering Technology
ENT 497-498 Senior Design
Journal Entry #_1_
Meeting Date: ____9/5/19______________
Advisor: _____Rob Speckert____________

Meeting Time:____5 pm_- 7 pm______
Present: [ X ]

Team Members:
_Jimmy Amelung____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Chandler Klass_____________________

Present: [ X ]

_Catherine Dyer_____________________
Present: [ X ]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Topics discussed:
● Team formation; Jimmy, Chandler, Catherine
● Discussed strengths of each member
● Chandler’s company, Rimrock, is willing to finance our Senior Design project
● Catherine presented an idea for senior project; however, during this meeting found out that this
idea is already being pursued by another team.

Action Items (what, who, when):
● Chandler will discuss project ideas and funding with Rimrock
● Chandler will present project ideas and information to senior design team
● All team members will present/share any senior project ideas/suggestions
● Jimmy will put together the project proposal after the team decides on a project
● Catherine will put together the journal entries for the senior project

Next meeting (date/time/location): ____9/12/19, 5 pm – 7 pm, CSCC ________
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Appendix B: Gantt Chart
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Appendix C: Gantt Chart Data
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Appendix D: Detailed Proposal

Robot Gripper
(Improved Method of Handling Parts)
Senior Design Project, sponsored by Rimrock Corporation
Team Members:
Chandler Klass
Jimmy Amelung
Catherine Dyer
Advisor:
Rob Speckert
Date:
10/15/19
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Supporting Company:
Rimrock Corporation located in Columbus, Ohio is our supporting company. According to
Rimrock’s website, “Rimrock is a premier supplier of automation products and integration
services. Founded in 1956 as a manufacturer of automatic lubrication systems, Rimrock has
expanded to supply products including ladles, sprayers, extractors, finishing equipment, and
turnkey robotic systems. We have expanded our integration capabilities to include the design,
manufacture, and installation of ABB, Fanuc, Motoman, and Gudel robot-based systems.”
Objective:
This project will consist of multiple goals and milestones to achieve the desired result of
assessing the feasibility of a more universal type of gripper used for material handling in the
Rimrock Corporation. A successful project will mean that there is a small-scale functional
prototype robot modified with the new gripper that will be used to provide useful data back to
Rimrock. There should be usable, measurable test results from a functional prototype. A
successful project will not necessarily mean that the prototype demonstrated a performance
improvement i.e. this is an R&D type project. This project was created by Rimrock to be a
learning tool for future plans. The prototype will be designed and tested to determine the realworld practicality.
Goals:
7. Pick up spheres from 1”, 2”, 4” diameters
8. Pick up cylinders from 1”, 2”, 4” diameters
9. Pick up rectangle 1”, 2”, 4” width
(Perform all tests dry and wet)
10. Pick up and place repeatability within 0.125” in all directions (*requires a gauge to be
designed and built)
11. Pick a part or simulated part with a torque load of ½ the robot torque. Determine max
robot load, perform movement test and measure the function
12. Research and test materials
Milestones:
5. Pick a design direction, finger style, flexible bag style, or other.
6. At the end of the third goal, the team will have gone through several revisions to have a
functional gripper.
7. At the end of the 5th goal, the team should be able to demonstrate that the gripper is
physically capable of picking up an off-loaded casting with some useful repeatability
8. A small-scale functioning model that can pick up hot parts up to 800°F without losing
the performance established in the first milestones.
9. Full-scale design gripper (Probably not built or tested). Loading specs to the maximum of
the ABB 6700 2.85M
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Justification:
Currently, robots need prepped uniquely for various casting lots. This means downtime that
could be anywhere from a couple of hours up to a day of man-hours and lost production
opportunity. If there was a way that a robot could be more multi-purposed to handle a larger
variety of casting lots, this initial cost would be quickly offset by higher production efficiency
from less lost time.

Figure 1. Rimrock Senior Design Project Selection Decision Matrix
There were several factors considered when selecting our senior design project. Rimrock
Corporation is sponsoring our senior project; therefore, Rimrock’s preference was a major
influence on our project selection. Feedback from Rimrock determined their preference was
the ‘Universal Robot Gripper’ because this is something they want to research for feasibility in
their industrial environment. A universal gripper could be a marketable product for Rimrock if it
is feasible for their industrial environment. Completing the project within the set timeframe for
Miami University coursework, before the end of ENT 498 and prior to the project presentation,
was another major consideration for our project selection. A project that was complex enough
to learn and have material to research, and not too complex or broad. Taking all these factors
into consideration, the universal robot gripper, and body and arm design were the top
selections. We selected the universal robot gripper out of these two selections due to Rimrock’s
preference being a high priority. Meeting our sponsors needs is a high priority. Appendix A lists
the project possibilities proposed by Rimrock. The universal gripper is being designed for use
with the ABB robot shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. A proposed gripper type is shown in Figure
4. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show a proposed robot gripper design for this project. This is a preliminary
design that could change based upon research and testing as the project progresses.
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Figure 2. Robot Gripper will be designed for this ABB Robot (IRB 140 M2000)
Image from ABB Manual
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Figure 3. Robot Gripper will be designed for this ABB Robot
Image from ABB Manual

Figure 4. Proposed Robot Gripper Design – Item being held by gripper
Image from
http://www.modernapplicationsnews.com/cms/man/opens/enews/20140910MAN/Univers
alRobotsVersaball
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Figure 5. Robot Mount Preliminary Design

Figure 6. Robot Gripper Solid Model – View 1
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Figure 7. Robot Gripper Solid Model – View 2
Step-By-Step Plan:
1. Journal Entries – Team to record weekly progress during Senior Design project with
weekly journals, and journal entries for any special meeting such as assembly, testing, or
troubleshooting with the balloon gripper.
2. Identify Project – Project identification involved securing Rimrock as our sponsor,
researching for back-up project ideas in the event Rimrock did not agree to sponsorship,
getting a list of projects from Rimrock.
3. Matrix for Project Selection – A decision matrix was used to determine which project to
select out of the list provided by Rimrock. Important characteristics to Rimrock, class
requirements for Miami, and our abilities were factors considered with our decision matrix.
4. Defining Deliverables – We met with our contact points at Rimrock, which are two
members of their Research and Development team. The universal gripper project was
discussed, desired deliverables from Rimrock, and additional objectives to explore if time
allowed.
5. Defining Budget – A budget was defined with Rimrock. Being our sponsor, it was
important that we were on the same page for deliverables and cost. It was determined
Rimrock has a robot for the design project team to use, and budget needs were discussed.
6. Project Proposal – The project proposal is a Miami required document which follows a
process like an external project as well. Before funding, additional research, and so forth the
project must first be proposed, evaluated for feasibility, and ensure a positive direction
could occur.
7. Obtain information for robot – Rimrock provided the product specification manual for
the robot the senior design group will be using for the universal gripper project.
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8. Gripper Design Research – The team will research which design of universal gripper
would be best for this project. Research regarding present styles such as balloon or finger
gripper will be conducted. Rimrock’s usability is a major factor in the consideration.
9. Matrix for gripper design selection – A decision matrix with appropriate considerations
will be created to determine the gripper design the group will proceed to design.
10. Research Materials for gripper style, gripper materials, gripper fill (if needed) –
Materials that can withstand extremely high temperatures, resist tear, appropriate friction
to hold materials even when the materials are hot, wet, and rough within tolerances.
11. Matrix for Gripper Materials – Create a design matrix to determine appropriate material
considerations and select best material for this application.
12. Design mounting for gripper to robot – Design the connection between the gripper to
the ABB robot. This will likely be 3D printed.
13. Design gripper – Design the gripper style for the ABB robot end effector.
14. Create Bill of Materials – Create a bill of materials with cost of items. This will help
ensure the project is on budget and be used for record if this gripper is to be built again.
15. Samples for smaller castings (raw and finished) – Obtain sample castings to use for
testing of gripper design.
16. ENT 497 Oral Presentation (Due Dec 5) – Prepare and present oral presentation
17. ENT 497 Final Report (Due Dec 12) – Prepare and submit final report and supporting
documentation
18. Torque Equations – Complete torque equations to determine range and limitations of
robot gripper.
19. Obtain Material Samples for Gripper – Contact companies for samples of material based
from research conducted.
20. Obtain misc. materials – Obtain any other materials needed for robot gripper
21. 3D print materials – 3D print gripper to robot mounting and any other items that require
3D printing.
22. Build working scale model – Build a working scale model for testing based upon research
and design during this project.
23. Test scale model – Test the scale model by trying to pick up the smaller castings.
24. Troubleshooting – Figure out what worked well, what doesn’t work well, and what can
be done to improve gripper.
25. Additional research and redesign – Research the areas of improvement that needs
explored.
26. Adjust design and rebuild working scale model – Again, based from the first test and
troubleshooting results, considerations for improvement and rebuilding.
27. ENT 498 Final Report – Complete ENT 498 final report.
28. ENT 498 Final Presentation – Complete ENT 498 final presentation.
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Gantt Chart:
Rimrock’s design group has tasks planned to meet the project needs within the timeframe
according the Gantt chart. See figure 8 for additional information. Data used to create the
Gantt chart is in Appendix B.

Figure 8. Rimrock Design Group Gantt Chart
Cost:
The estimated cost for the robot gripper is shown in figure 9. These costs are subject to change
as research is conducted and designs modified. Possible additional costs are gripper fill material
and adhesive.

Figure 9. Robot Gripper Estimated Cost
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Summary and Final Comments:
If successful, this robot gripper design could be a marketable product for Rimrock as a cost
savings gripper. The cost savings is a result of having one style of gripper that can handle
various castings. The end goal is to have a gripper that can handle both finished and raw
materials. There are many obstacles to overcome to achieve this result. Some of these
obstacles are finding materials that can withstand extremely high temperatures, example
1300 degrees Fahrenheit, materials that can withstand sharp edges, and a gripper that can
pick up wet materials. The materials could be wet from using water to cool down the parts
after casting. If not successful, the goal is to know what works, what doesn’t work, and if
what doesn’t work can be solved.
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Appendix A (Of Proposal). Rimrock Senior Project Selections Descriptions
● Develop and model a universal robot gripper design for extract or material handling Balloon style gripper. Needs to handle heat and very sharp part. Different material
(aluminum, zinc, plastic, etc.). Weights of the object.
Example Videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0d4f8fEysf8
https://robotiq.com/products/3-finger-adaptive-robot-gripper
● 410 body and arm design - This machine has different arm lengths, in order to change
the arms out you must pull the arm all the way out.
● 305 adjustable base - Change the shot heights, angles and path with setup to different
dies.
● Develop and assemble a nozzle test cell - develop a test station that will allow a piece of
steel to be heated and then sprayed with various nozzles and configurations. Log spray
usage, temperature changes, use various steel structures (cone, walls, thin walls,
cylinders, etc.).
● Develop and model a small reciprocator - develop a small reciprocator for high pressure
die casting machines
● Palletized robot assembly design - established a process and necessary hardware to
build robot cells on a pallet system, saving assembly and install time
● Bottom pour ladle - develop an improved bottom pour ladle
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Appendix B (Of Proposal). Gantt Chart Data
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Appendix E: Decision Matrices
Project Decision Matrix

Gripper Fill Material Matrix
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Gripper Material Matrix
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Appendix F: A Positive Pressure Universal Gripper Based on the Jamming of Granular Material
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Appendix G: Robot Hand is Soft and Strong
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Appendix H: Balloon Filled with Ground Coffee Makes Ideal Robotic Gripper
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Appendix I: McAllister MM2220-S Datasheet
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Appendix J: McAllister Silica Datasheet
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Appendix K: Bead Pellets MSDS
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Appendix L: Sand SDS
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